BLAST RESISTANT BUILDINGS

WHERE SAFETY, QUALITY & SERVICE UNITE
Hallwood Modular Buildings (HMB) provides protective building systems
to protect personnel and critical equipment from blasts/explosions,
projectiles, fire, forced entry, noise, earthquakes, hurricanes, and tornados.
Located in the heart of the Golden Triangle (Orange Texas), HMB has
the safest, most flexible, and spacious rental fleet of blast resistant
buildings in the industry. HMB also provides blast resistant guard
buildings that can be configured with Forced Entry and Ballistic Rated
options including windows, gun ports, etc.
SAFETY - At HMB, safety is practiced, preached, and is hardwired
throughout its culture. The safety program and organization wide focus
and attention towards safety has resulted in safety becoming Priority #1.
QUALITY - HMB has accumulated a treasure trove of intellectual
property derived from large investments in engineering and experience.
HMB maintains a continuous improvement Quality Management
System (QMS) all centered on consistency and customer satisfaction.
Because it considers its products as critical safety equipment, HMB
complies to Process Safety Management (PSM) Mechanical Integrity
standards on all of its products.
SERVICE - 24/7 HMB stands ready to support what it sells or rents and
become your one-stop-shop for BRMs. HMB has BRM Site Services,
Safety Services and Monthly Inspection and Maintenance Services
handled by seasoned craftsmen and technicians that are strategically
positioned throughout the gulf coast able to handle all your BRM needs.

COMMITMENT TO SAFETY
HMB rents and sells protective building systems and related services;
it is in the safety and security business. The products and services
are designed to keep people safe and protect critical equipment from
threats. At HMB safety is who we are, what we provide, and is Priority #1.
BEYOND NEUTRAL RISK - When modular blast resistant buildings
were initially introduced, the guidelines called for a neutral risk
standard. Basically, the building was not supposed to cause harm to
occupants in the event of a blast.
HMB designs its buildings to not only “not cause harm” but rather to
protect its occupants. This seemingly subtle difference provides a higher
level of protection and a higher degree of safety for its occupants.
DELIVERING RESULTS – Not only does HMB practice safety, but it is
constantly innovating and seeking input from customers on how to
improve and better support their efforts.
With such a large number of Blast Resistant Buildings being utilized in
plants and refineries today, HMB was notified of occupational injuries
occurring due to the weight of blast doors. As part of its commitment
to safety, HMB sought out to address this issue and licensed a light
weight blast resistant door and introduced a solution. Today, this
door is standard issue on all new models, and it is also offered as a
door replacement service for buildings in plants and refineries.

COMMITMENT TO QUALITY
Protective Building Systems by definition are designed to “protect”.
For those who occupy its buildings, HMB’s commitment to quality
could be a matter of life and death. It is for this reason HMB does not
simply talk quality, but lives it.
PEOPLE - HMB recognizes that a company is only as good and caring
as its people. Employees at HMB take pride in their work, honor their
commitments, and operate with integrity. It is for this reason that
HMB has a very selective hiring process, and experiences tremendous
customer loyalty and repeat business.
QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (QMS) – HMB’s QMS consists of
documented processes and procedures that allows for continuous
improvement that supports consistency of quality and customer
satisfaction. HMB’s products are compliant with Mechanical Integrity
as detailed in OSHA’s Process Safety Management (“PSM”) rule, 29
C.F.R. § 1910.119(j)
PRODUCTS - From an outward appearance, Blast Rated Buildings from
one company to another look similar. Through HMB’s history of
engineering and actual test data, it has been established that though
buildings may appear similar, for its occupants, seemingly identical
buildings can perform very differently. Many companies have “value
engineered” the structure to eliminate steel, which is the largest
single cost in constructing a Blast Rated Building. Because the steel
is where the protection lies, HMB’s buildings are often heavier than its
competition and is viewed as an investment in quality. Moreover, HMB
uses proprietary internal building construction methods that provide
its occupants highest levels of protection in the industry.

COMMITMENT TO CUSTOMER SERVICE
ONE-STOP-SHOP BRM SERVICES - Installing, maintaining and
refurbishing Blast Rated Buildings within the process area requires a
skilled, credentialed, and multi-disciplined staff who understand BRMs
inside and out. HMB provides a comprehensive range of services that
can be customized and tailored based on your particular needs.
BRM Site Services
Installation, Relocation and
Demobilization

Monthly Inspection and
Maintenance Services
HVAC Filter

Remodeling and Retrofitting

Door Maintenance/Adjustments

Blast Door Hardware Maintenance
and Door Replacement

Floor, Wall, Ceiling Repairs

Exterior Polyurea Coatings
and Fast Floor Applications

Safety Services
Smoke/Carbon Dioxide Detectors

Inspection Status Report

Other Services
Logistical Support
Offsite Storage

Fire Extinguishers (including
annual inspections)
Communication Equipment

LASTING PARTNERSHIPS - HMB cultivates lasting partnerships
through honest and fair dealings, and is willing to go the extra mile
to support its customers. This ongoing commitment to customer
service welcomes and encourages customer feedback on new and
innovative ways to improve products and services.

STANDARD YET SCALABLE
AND CUSTOMIZABLE DESIGNS
SINGLE MODULE

HMB has taken the complex out of complexes. HMB’s innovative, preengineered, standard offering provides full functionality, scalability, and
mobility. Whether it is for short-term or long-term installations, HMB’s
flexibility inherently aligns safety and operational utility with corporate
budgetary requirements, able to provide a comprehensive solution.
HMB has created a Building Block concept to expand a single module
design into multi-module complexes and stackable configurations.
This integrates safety, functionality, and customization; all at the
absolute best value.

EXPANDABLE MODULES

At the heart of this Building Block concept is Mechanical Fastening
System that allows single modules to be connected allowing for a
full, free span complexes or stackable buildings. These multi-plex and
stackable designs have been engineered, evaluated, and have met the
approval from some of the largest energy companies in the world.
Having a protective and scalable building also provides the flexibility
to be outfitted to accommodate any of the following applications.

STACKABLE MODULES

ALL COMPLEXES & STACKABLE MODULES CAN
BE CONFIGURED TO MEET ANY REQUIREMENTS

Administrative Buildings

Safe Haven’s/Shelters In Place

Control Rooms

Change Houses/Locker Rooms

Office Buildings

Tool Rooms

Operator Shelters

Laboratories

Conference Rooms

Scale House

Lunch Rooms

Power Distribution Panels

THE SAFEST, MOST FLEXIBLE & SPACIOUS
BLAST RESISTANT BUILDING RENTAL FLEET
IN THE INDUSTRY
Single Modules
Stackable Modules
Complexes

}

Office Buildings
Conference Rooms
Tool Rooms
Lunch Rooms
Change Houses/Locker Rooms
Shelter In Place

BLAST RATED, FORCED ENTRY, & BALLISTIC RATED GUARD HOUSES
In 2007, Congress authorized the Chemical Facility Anti-Terrorism
Standards (CFATS) program identifies and regulates high-risk chemical
facilities to ensure they have adequate security measures in place.
In preparation for this elevated security requirements, HMB has
developed a Guard House with protective features that are commonly
used in other high-threat sectors. The Guard House can be configured
for Blast, Forced Entry and up to NIJ Level IV Ballistic Rating and can
also include gun-ports, windows, etc. The standard size is 12’ x 20’ but
custom sizes are optional.
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Call us for all your needs: 409-351-3222

